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Abstract

The recoil proton polarization for the quasielastic electron-proton scattering is rep-
resented as a contraction of the electron structure and the hard part of the polarization
dependent contribution into cross-section. The calculation of the hard part with Erst
order radiative correction is performed. The obtained representation includes the leading
radiative corrections in all orders of perturbation theory and the main part of the second
order next-to-leading ones

1 In the recent experiment on the measurement of the recoil proton polarization in the
electron-proton scattering [1] the events corresponding to elastic process

e - f o ) + P(Pi)-+ «"(*,) + P(pt) (1)

as well as radiative process

* (2)

have been analysed.
The main goal of these experiments is the measurement of the proton electric formfactor

GE- It can be done because the ratio of the longitudinal polarization of recoil proton to the
perpendicular one in Born approximation is proportional to the ratio GM/GB [2] where GM

is the well known proton magnetic formfactor. This statement is valid if 3-vector of the
longitudinal polarization has orientation along the recoil proton 3-momentum, and 3-vector
of the perpendicular polarization is within the plane (ti .pj). The interpretation of these high
precision experiments in terms of the proton electromagnetic formfactors Gu and GE requires
adequate theoretical calculations with a per cent accuracy or better. Such calculations must
include the first order radiative corrections (RC) to the elastic cross-section ( due to radiation
of real soft and virtual photon) and full analysis of the radiative events Moreover, leading
higher order corrections have to be taken into account
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The all corresponding contributions can be joint within the framework of the electron struc-
ture function representation, that is a QED analog of the well known Drell-Yan representa-
tion [3]. This representation was applied before for the calculation of the RC to unpolanzed
electron-positron annihilation [4] and deep inelastic scattering [5] cross-sections

In present work we generalize the electron structure function representation for the case of
the scattering of the polarized particles, namely for the analysis of the recoil proton polarization

2 The cross-section of the electron-proton scattering m the framework of the electron
structure function method can be written as a contraction of two electron structure functions,
that corresponds to possibility to radiate hard collinear as well as virtual and soft photons
and electron-positron pairs by both the initial and the scattered electron, and hard part of
the cross-section that depends on shifted 4 momenta This representation follows from the
quasireal electron method [6] that is suitable for description of the collinear radiation

In the considered here problem we will interested in the spin dependent part of the cross-
section only. For this case the corresponding representation can be written as

j^H.i/L JL \ 1 1 ^ (jg^,±(lurd)(L t j Ql
— . '— = / dz\ I dziD^'(zi,L)—zD^u'(z2,L) s •— , L — In—r , (3)

dQ dy J J z£ dQ dy TTI

where m is the electron mass,

£ _ _ L k = — O2 = —fJfe — k ) 2 O2 = — (k — k ) 2 — —OJ V = 2 D k (4)

, _ . i - v , _
' y ~ ~ l ^ ' lm" w >im v

The electron structure function D<JI\zi,L) is responsible for radiation by the initial polarized
electron, whereas the function D(u\z?, L) describes the radiation by the scattered unpolanzcd
electron The photonic contribution into the electron structure function is the same for polarized
and unpolanzed cases, but the contribution due to pair production differs in singlet channel
[7| Therefore we can write

«, L) = V(z, L) + D'*' + D'*'M , (5)

z, L) = lF{z, L) + D'*'~ + D's'~(f>) (6)

There exists many different representations for the photonic contribution into the structure

function [8], but here we will use the form given in [4] for IP, D'N' and Ds

i [ | £\ f ] J (7)
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where e is the energy of the parent electron and L\ — L + ln(l — z)2 The above form of
the structure function D'N' includes effects due to real pair production only. The correction
caused by virtual pair is included in D1 Note that the terms contaning a2L3 cancel each other
in the sum D"1 + D'K' .

In the leading logarithmic approximation we have to take the elastic (Born) cross-section
as the hard part under the integral on the right hand side of Eq. (3)

In the case of the longitudinal polarization of the recoil proton we have

dQ2 VQ2 2V '\iA\jri-i-

The quantity a(-Q2) on the right hand side of Eq (12) is the running electromagnetic constant
that account the effects of the vacuum polarization

For the perpendicular polarization of the recoil proton, the hard part of the cross-section
reads

3 We can improve the leading approximation for da" ''/dQ'dy given by formula (3) with
da" X<L) jdQ2dy as a hard part of the cross -section under the integral. It can be done by making
more precise the expression just for this hard part

^ w _ <to*'±"'> . <fr''±"' (14)

dQ*dy dCPdy dQ2dy K '

The additional term on the right hand side of Eq. (14) takes into account the RC due to real
and virtual photon emission without its leading part that is proportional to L — 1 and absorbed
by D-functions

When calculating this additional term we go to the special system (iki — k\ + p\ — 0) and
use following expressions for hadronic and leptonic tensors

Jiwtf) > (15)

(16)

where A is the 4-vector of the recoil proton polarization and we use the following notation for
invariants

u = (fci - A2)
2 , s = 2kk2 , t = -2A:*i , qi = u + s + t, Q2 = - u
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It is convenient also to express the recoil proton polarization 4-vector A in terms of the
particle 4-momenta and Lorentz invariants

q2(q2 -

= V + u + 1 , 2Jk,g = u + t .

In the case of longitudinal polarization of the recoil proton the hard part of the cross section
reads

(ri + 2y)(rf-«)fi ' ; rf9
2 , 1

29?(V(1 - y) - u)

1 r(q )F{q )e{y +vh

where P is the symbol of the principal value that indicates how to integrate the unphysical
singularity at q2 = u and

F(q2) = M
q7 \ j A M I _ q 2 ' 9? = . ._ ,_„ , I2. =

2 ^ (ti + V»)( -Vv ± ^ y 2 - 4uA^j , R = M3 + u + Vy

Operators P, and P, act as follows Pt,,f(q2) = / (?' , ) for arbitrary nonsingular function /(?2)
In the case of perpendicular polarization the hard p u t of the cross-section on the right side

of the muster Eq.(3) is more complicated We write it in the form

n + i i m 2f( mi
dQHy" dQHy{l + 2^ ^ 3 l n V V[ u + V ) 1 } +

2a , r2( q ?-u)V W{u2 + g\) ,KtPt r2 (q . ' -u ) 2 V ( u ^ rf) , AT.P.

V U t i l n + V) + u2(v. + Vy) '1 q2 I u t^Ku+V'!/) 'J ??

dg2

0



where <f> is the azimuth angle of photon in chosen system and

AT= 1 + ^ ( 1 + r ) , K. = 1 + S ^

Note that integration respect to (j> can be performed analytically and the result can be expressed
in terms of standard elliptic functions.

The preliminary numerical estimation based on the our muster formula (3) show that the
RC to the ratio of the perpendicular polarization of the recoil proton to the longitudinal one
for the conditions of SEBAF experiment [1] are neglegible in the region Q2 up to 4GeV2 but
for higher values of Q2 they can reach 4 per cent and have to be taken into account
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